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Levine seeks to block Golden Gate sidewalk toll
Assemblyman, colleague sponsor
bill to ban bridge district from
charging fee for walkers, cyclists
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DE MO C RAT

SAN FRANCISCO — With the Golden Gate Bridge as a colorful backdrop,
Assemblyman Marc Levine, D-San
Rafael, and a San Francisco colleague
Tuesday announced legislation to prohibit charging a toll for pedestrians
and cyclists to cross the iconic span.
The bill, if approved, would block
the Golden Gate Bridge District from
assessing the tolls as part of a plan to

offset a projected $32.9 million deficit
over the next five years.
Levine, standing on a windswept
grassy knoll at Crissy Field, said the
potential toll on walking across the
bridge is “antithetical to what the
Golden Gate Bridge represents and
what California means.”
Levine and the bill’s co-author, Assemblyman Phil Ting, D-San Francisco, said the measure conforms with
California’s effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
“Where we can, we want to encourage people to walk and bike,” Levine
said. “We do not need a sign across the
Golden Gate Bridge that says no one
walks for free.”
But Sonoma County Supervisor

David Rabbitt labeled the open-air
press conference “political theater”
and faulted Levine for trampling on
the principle of local control, which
Levine endorsed three weeks ago in
regard to another disputed issue —
genetically modified organisms.
“I think Marc has done wonderful
things for us,” Rabbitt said. “On this
one he’s off base.”
Rabbitt was one of 10 bridge district board members who voted last
month to press forward with a controversial study of charging a “sidewalk
access fee” or toll for pedestrians and
cyclists. Sonoma County’s other two
board members — Petaluma political
consultant Brian Sobel and Rohnert
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Assemblymen Marc Levine, at podium, and
Phil Ting speak out against sidewalk tolls Tuesday
with the Golden Gate Bridge in the background.

Gualala Redwoods puts nearly 30,000 acres of North Coast forest land
on auction block, and conservation groups are exploring options for a deal

Hopes for preservation

Protesters
return to
Ferguson
streets
Officer who killed Brown
breaks silence a day after
decision not to indict, riots
By TOM FOREMAN JR.
and JIM SALTER
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

FERGUSON, Mo. — Protesters returned to the riot-scarred
streets of Ferguson on Tuesday, a day after crowds looted
businesses and set fire to buildings in a night of rage against a
grand jury’s decision not to indict INSIDE
the white police More reaction
officer who killed to the grand
Michael Brown.
jury decision
Hundreds of ad- A4, B3
ditional National
Guard troops were sent to the
St. Louis suburb to help local
authorities keep order. Hours
after nightfall, tensions escalated as a police car was set on fire
outside City Hall, and authorities released tear gas.
Meanwhile, officer Darren
Wilson broke his long public silence, insisting on national TV
TURN TO FERGUSON, PAGE A5
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Mark Hancock, a Gualala Arts publicity coordinator, takes in the view of the Gualala River along Gualala River Road this week.
Nearly 30,000 acres of property are for sale by Gualala Redwoods Inc., presenting an opportunity for conservationists.
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE P RE S S D E MO C RAT

N

early 30,000 acres of timberland
straddling the Sonoma-Mendocino
county border and stretching across
the mouth of the Gualala River have been put
on the auction block, creating what conservationists are calling a prime opportunity
for a landmark preservation deal that could
permanently protect and restore a giant swath
of forest, allow for potential park development
and consolidate a protected area larger than
Point Reyes National Seashore.
Gualala Redwoods Inc. has put its entire
timber holdings out to bid, offering an expanse
of mixed redwood and Douglas fir, nearly
20 miles of river frontage and a 58-acre blufftop parcel in Gualala that could be developed.
The 47-square-mile property abuts several
others acquired over the past decade or so for
conservation, including the nearly 20,000-acre

Buckeye Forest, once known as Preservation
Ranch, near Annapolis.
The outcome of any sale won’t be known for
months — offers aren’t due until early next
year — but a coalition of conservation groups
is assessing the Gualala Redwoods property
and exploring options for a deal that could
permit lighter forestry practices, watershed
reclamation and recreation.
“It’s a pretty amazing opportunity — just
the scale of it,” said Ralph Benson, executive
director of the Sonoma Land Trust, which has
assembled a group of potential conservation
partners to evaluate options. Those involved
include the Save the Redwoods League, the
Mendocino Land Trust, the Redwood Coast
Land Conservancy, the Sonoma County
Agricultural Preservation and Open Space
District, Sonoma County Regional Parks, the
Sonoma Land Trust and the Conservation
Fund, a national nonprofit that manages the
TURN TO FOREST, PAGE A5

Google spoon
stays steady
in shaky hands
By MARTHA MENDOZA
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

The Press Democrat

KEY PIECE OF LAND
Successful conservation deal for swath
of timberland could stitch together
nearly 87,000 contiguous acres

MOUNTAIN VIEW — Google
is throwing its money, brain
power and technology at the
humble spoon.
But these spoons (don’t call
them spoogles) are a bit more
than your basic utensil: Using
hundreds of algorithms, they allow people with essential tremors and Parkinson’s disease to
eat without spilling.
The technology senses how
a hand is shaking and makes
instant adjustments to stay balanced. In clinical trials, the Liftware spoons reduced shaking of
the spoon bowl by an average of
TURN TO SPOON, PAGE A5
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